
DELIVERING YOUR
PRO AM EXPERIENCE

Professional Golf Association of New Zealand

You have decided to run a PGA event,

you have clearly established why you

will be staging the event and have a

vision of what success looks like for

your event

. 

The PGA NZ has prepared this
document along with supporting
resources and templates to assist you
in bringing together your Pro-Am
Experience. This guide and
supporting templates are designed to
help you to run an event that
achieves your goals 

What you need to know &
how to do it

SETTING UP YOUR
COMMITTEE

INCOME &
PARTNERSHIPS

COSTS & CONDITIONS
OF ENTRY

FORMATS, COURSE
SETUP & PRIZEGIVING

AGREEMENT AND
CHECKLIST

AVAILABLE SERVICES
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Hospitality, venue, scoring and prize

giving 

Commercial partners/sponsors and

promotion

Communications and teams organiser

Finance and budgeting controller

Course preparation liaison 

To deliver a rewarding and high-quality Pro-

Am experience the first thing you will need

is a great team of people around you. Setting

up your tournament organizing committee

with members having key areas to focus on

is an important first step.
When setting up your committee look for
skills and experience in the following areas:

Your organising
committee & roles

The foundation to the

financial success of the

event is the size and number

of partners and sponsors

that the club and event can

attract and secure. There are

a number of key points that

need to be considered, these

are detailed on the next

page. 

EVENT CHECKLIST
See Appendix One for a detailed itemized event checklist

This is a necessary tool to track progress and keep things smooth and focused for a

successful tournament. 
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Tournament income through Hole Sponsors
The eighteen holes can then be “sold” to other sponsors in your local

communities, the benefit to them being the right to advertise on that hole and

to put one team each into the event. This gives them the opportunity to

entertain specific clients, golfers obviously, on an enjoyable day out, and

create customer networking opportunities for their business. 

It could also include any extras, such as an event party the day before the

event. For a one-day event these sponsorships should sell for a minimum of

$900 plus GST. A total excl of GST of $16,200

Tournament income through Amateur Teams
Selling amateur teams is a valuable and essential source of income. The ideal

number (but not fixed) of teams for a shotgun start event should be about 32

along with your Naming Rights Sponsor having two teams, and your Hole

Sponsors having 18, you have room for 12 more teams.

Tournament income through
Commercial partners/Sponsors

Prizes need to be purchased from tournament income, or sourced

by way of further sponsorship arrangements. Funds can also be

raised by way of raffles and competitions on a par three holes.

Tournament income through a Naming Sponsor/Partner
“One of the most valuable assets of the event is its name.”

A club should consider the value of retaining the naming rights for itself

before giving them away at a diminished value. Consideration could be to

include both the club and sponsor in the name of the tournament until a

suitable amount is attained for the naming rights. Naming rights for a one day

PGA event range from $6,000 to $20,000. 
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Tournaments with a Charitable Cause 
Pro-Ams can be conducted with an element that is for the benefit of a charity.

It's feasible to pitch higher value in your proposal to sponsors, raise more

funds, and pass a significant sum to charity, with a resulting benefit in

publicity both for the tournament and for your club.

Tournaments that align to a charity can have tax benefits to both the event

and tournament sponsors. For more information on the benefits of aligning to

a charity talk to our PGA events, communications and marketing manager. 

Planning Timeframes
It is important to allow at least three months for the planning and execution of

a Pro-Am. Although these tournaments can be arranged in a shorter time

frame. Having agreed the date with the scheduling committee, the first month

should be devoted to attracting appropriate sponsors. Two months ahead is

the time to advertise the event and to attract the amateurs. One month out all

monies and trophies should be collected, and the prize money is required to

be paid to PGA NZ 16 days before the tournament.

Setting your date – factor in other Pro-ams in your area, when will your course

be at its peak condition, what suits you major partners and link in if possible

with other PGA events in the area.
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Prize Money 
Prize purses for multiple-day and

round events are increased by

$11,000 per round.

Team Prizes 
Team prizes can often be obtained

from sponsors or suppliers but it is

worth budgeting at least an

additional $5000.00 in your

expenditure budget for these,

include a prize for the professional

as they are part of the team

Food and Beverage 
Allowing for food and beverage as an

expense and income for the event

and prizegiving is an important part

of your budget planning.

Costs associated
with a Pro Am

See Appendix One for a detailed itemized event checklist

This is a necessary tool to track progress and keep things smooth and focused for a

successful tournament. 

 

Marketing and Promotion 
You will need to invest in some

marketing and promtion to help in

your entry drive and also raising the

profile of your business and club as

well as the tournament sponsors

Keep it simple, a publicity plan can

help guide you for your entry drive as

well as raising the profile of you and

your Pro Am which will also assist

the value to sponsors and your club's

local profile.

Developing your Budget 
Now you have factored in your

potential income and expenses,

complete your event budget, this is a

key component to delivering a

successful event and ideally

achieving the financial sustainability

of future events
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The PGA professionals will play a gross format and should be the only players

keeping a medal play score. 

We strongly recommend providing a simple format and playing a stableford

teams competition with the best two or three stableford scores per hole

counting. The PGA professional will keep the team card with the one of the

amateur team players keeping the professionals score card. This allows for

faster play and better interaction with the PGA professional. 

Shotgun Start 
Usually ideally 32 teams but restricted to a maximum of 36 teams on course

(18-hole), which means maximum 36 Professional and 108 amateurs for one

start.

Play is likely to take up to 5 hours, so two fields’ means starts at 7.30 am and

around 1.00 pm, but only during Daylight Saving.

Tee Time Start
Normally 8 to 10-minute intervals, so first tee time dependent on size of field.

Can play in fives, with an increase in start intervals, perhaps 2 Pros and 3

Amateurs, but must be a team event only for amateurs. 

The best option is a two tee start from around 10.30am, with any extra

professionals, subject to their ranking, playing in threes from around 8am

Conditions of Entry 
Do you have any requirements for the professionals entering your Pro Am?

If you have any, they must be a condition of entry that the players can see

when they are entering and signed off by PGA NZ. It is important to consider

not overloading the professional players with too many commitments to allow

them the best chance to provide a high-quality Pro Am playing experience for

the amateurs. An example of this may be an event dinner or function before or

after the tournament play.

PGA NZ will manage the professional entries. 

Amateur entries are managed by you and your committee it's important to

check what system the club has for managing entries at event and having this

system ready for when you begin to advertise your Pro Am and receive entries. 

Have your entries and teams confirmed at least two weeks out, the PGA will

supply you with your list of professionals two weeks prior to the start and this

is the time to construct a draw for the field. 

Tournament Format
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The idea is for participants to have a

good time and come back again.

Both Professionals and amateurs.

Your green keeping team will

naturally want to showcase the

course at its best for the Pro AM

Your Host Professional guide will

have the PGA Pro-am course set up

guide for the ideal course set up

Handicaps
It is a PGA NZ requirement that all

amateurs in an Order of Merit Pro-

Am have an official NZG handicap.

While circumstances may sometimes

dictate otherwise, the maximum

handicap used should be 28 for men

and 36 for women. 

Ideally no player will have an actual

handicap higher than the limit.

Preparing the
course

See Appendix One for a detailed itemized event checklist

This is a necessary tool to track progress and keep things smooth and focused for a

successful tournament. 

 

Referees
Pro-Ams, being essentially fun

events, do not normally need much

in the way of Rules Referees,

although the Professionals, playing

for money, will sometimes seek

rulings if a Referee is available.

Normally its best for the clubs Host

Professional to lead this area

supported by PGA NZ. When there

are local members who are qualified

referees, the PGA encourages and

prefers their involvement.

Please feel free to call or email the
team at the PGA if you have any
questions at any time
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Prizegiving

The master of Ceremonies (the club captain is the best person for this) asks

the President of the club to welcome the players and visitors.

The MC asks the main sponsor(s) to reply on behalf of all sponsors.

The MC announces the amateur winners.

Amateur winners only respond with a speech. 

A PGA host professional speaks on behalf of the Professionals and then

announces the top 3 Professionals and the naming rights sponsor(s)

presents the Professional prize winners with their certificate.

The Professional winner responds.

The MC sums up and closes presentation.

This should be held as soon as possible after the last players come off the

course, ideally within 30 minutes of play being concluded. 

The Host Professional will handle the Professional cards with one of your

organising committee needing to be assigned to the teams score cards and

collating these results. It is very important that this part of the day goes

smoothly and that the committee member assigned to the team results is high

organised. 

PGA NZ Professionals will always spend time with their playing partners after

the round, and for tournaments with shotgun starts prizegiving is compulsory

for the professionals and for tee time starts prizegiving is compulsory for the

Top Three professionals.

The PGA suggests the following format at the presentation of prizes after the
event:
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The Agreement & The Host Professional
A Pro-Am must be planned in conjunction with PGA NZ who advertises the

event to its members, obtains and collates entries, and generally manages the

Professional aspects of the event on behalf of the organizers. PGA NZ also

ensures that the Professionals conform to the PGA’s rules and regulations.

Except in exceptional circumstances PGA NZ will only approve one event on

any day, and it is important when a Pro-Am is being planned that the date

selected is agreed. This ensures that the event will attract the best Professional

field available.

The PGA will issue a simple agreement, which covers allocation of the date,

and payment of the prize money to the PGA prior to the tournament as well as

any conditions of entry for the players.

The PGA also takes responsibility for the payment of prize money to the

Professionals, and proper accounting of Resident Withholding Tax and GST to

Inland Revenue.

Prize Money and Prizes
Prize money for the Professionals is handled by the PGA. This needs to be paid

to the PGA 16 days prior to the even, Goods and Services Tax must be added,

the PGA will take care of GST payments, and the deduction of Resident

Withholding Tax, and account for these to Inland Revenue. In order to qualify

for Order of Merit Status the minimum Professional prize money is set at

$11,000 for a one round event (excluding GST).

PGA NZ works with the Host Professional to help deliver the experience for the

club and its amateurs. A comprehensive guide and checklist is supplied to the

Host Professional to assist in the smooth and efficient running of the

tournament. 

The Host Professional is the PGA NZ’s representative at the tournament. 

If your club does not have a Professional the PGA NZ can discuss your needs

and help solve this for you which may come at acost and need to be factored

into the Tournament Budget.
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List of services that the PGA provide
Advice and guidance with the organising committee 
Assist in the Health and safety Plan set up
Help set objectives of the event
Help with budget advice
Provide marketing and communication tools
Provide commercial templates and advice on implementing them
Invoice of tournament prize purse
Set up the tournament in the PGA website and market it to the
professionals
Provide and work through course set up and local rules templates 
Provide spreadsheet of professional entries to assist in making up the
draw.

Communicate all tournament information to the professional players
Provide player profiles for the event
Help with Professional scoring and results with templated scoring process
Assist and advise in prizegiving process
Provide sponsor flag and certificates for Professionals for prizegiving. 
Load stories of the event onto PGA communication platforms
Present stories and results to local media
Arrange payment and tax for professional players
Conduct survey and learning reviews of the event
Send thank you letters to main sponsors and managers of event
Ensure Players send thank you messages to key tournament stakeholders
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Decide the program of events and

prepare information sheets for all

players.

Correspond with sponsors and

trophy donors to ensure they are

well informed and thanked for

their contribution.

Publish local rules, pin placement

sheets and conditions of play for

the event.

Appoint a starter and prepare the

scorecards.

Appoint spotters for difficult holes

to assist with speed of play.

Co-opt the PGA Tour Supervisor

and/or a PGA member to the

match committee.

Collect all complete amateur

score cards, enter on score boards

and declare all amateur winners.

Golf Course set-up and markings.

It is the club/tournament organizers

responsibility to:

Club Responsibility

See Appendix One for a detailed itemized event checklist

This is a necessary tool to track progress and keep things smooth and focused for a

successful tournament. 

 

Post Tournament report

PGA NZ together with you and your

organizing committee will conduct a

post event review to help learn and

understand what went well and

what learning's and development

can be taken into the next Pro Am

experience the club delivers and

where PGA NZ can help. 

For more information and
appendix's
www.pga.org.nz/run-your-own-
pro-am

http://www.pga.org.nz/run-your-own-pro-am

